
Segway Club  
05-850 Ożarów Maz.  

Ołtarzew 
Nizinna 26 Street 

 
tel:. +48 22 374 16 16 

mobile: + 48 888 99 98 98 

 

Renting offer 

We offer you American two-wheel electric vehicles Segway® X2 (off-road 
version). They are perfect for both private parties and business events. 
They are also a very good, effective mobile advert carrier, aimed at both 
wide audiences as well as precisely described destination groups. What 
is important, they can move along the pavement on the rights of a 
pedestrian.  

Our company is a leader on the Polish market in renting these vehicles. 
We administer new technically operative vehicles and, what is not less 
important – qualified and experienced instructors. We treat our duties 
with full responsibility. All those assets make our clients very happy with 
our services, which can be see from our clients' testimonials.. 

The renting price of a single vehicle includes: 

�  renting a vehicle  
�  insurance OC 
�  transport of the vehicle to its destination place 
� professional instructor who will present Segwaya and conduct a 

driving course for the participants. 

Renting price of one vehicle for one event is 

475 PLN plus VAT. 
 

Our prices are competitive – if you declare to rent more than one vehicle 
or use it for several events, we can negotiate the rates.  

Attention: 
If the event takes place further than 40 km from Warsaw please add to 
the renting cost the price of additional travel of 1 zł per kilometer. If the 
event takes longer than one day or in a distance of more than 300 km 
from Warsaw, please take into account the hotel and attended parking 
space cost for the crew.  
 
 Any other promotional costs (eg. promodiscs, joystick cover, flags, 
speakers, LCD screen, lights, crew training) will be paid by the client.    
 
More on our website: http://www.segway.it.pl 
 


